
Canada stands tall on the world stage with a strong and principled foreign policy. Our development 
work and humanitarian assistance play a key role in Canada’s global engagement and the results are 
a source of pride for all Canadians. Canada’s whole-of-government approach to development, which 
encompasses 12 federal departments and agencies, in addition to the amalgamated Department of 
Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development, ensures our engagement is multifaceted, wide-reaching and 
delivers concrete results.

Canada is a world leader in promoting maternal, newborn and child health, and it remains our number 
one development priority. Before Prime Minister Stephen Harper drew attention to the importance of 
maternal, newborn and child health, the world was falling short on reducing child mortality and curbing 
maternal’death. Thanks to the Muskoka Initiative, and subsequent global action, maternal mortality 
rates are declining and millions more children are celebrating their fifth birthday.

The Honourable Christian Paradis, P.C., M.ROur common goal has not yet been reached, but it is within arm’s reach. That is why the Prime 

together, we can eliminate preventable deaths among women, children and newborns, and save the millions of lives that hang in the balance.

about greater access to services, especially health care; and about better revenue and wealth distribution.training;

of initiatives that I intend to champion in my role as Chair of the World Economic Forum-Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
It is these kinds 
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and through this committee, I will promote a more systematic approach to testing ariu suaimy mianum "u™»v„u. J
accelerate progress on our development goals and shape the Post-2015 Development Agenda.

particularly important role to play in La Francophonie due to our shared history and language. I have hosted IFrancophonii3
Canada has a 
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democratic, equitable and peaceful world is in everyone's best interests. Canadians can continue to be proud of what their
A more prosperous 
government has done to improve the lives of people in developing countries.
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